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Abstract 

Society has reached the point where there is considerable awareness about the need of              
teaching coding skills at the schools. Both, political leaders and educational systems start             
taking positions in this strategic new arena, but they lack from much of the expertise and                
necessary tools about how to teach this complex (but also intuitive to children and              
youngsters) field of knowledge. In this context, ToolboX Academy is a programming            
platform which subscribes a slightly new approach to attack the problem, in four differential              
aspects: 1) While most attention focuses on block-based approaches (Scratch and Code.org            
being the most popular initiatives), ToolboX embraces coding as it works for developers:             
text-based programming; 2) ToolboX embeds mainstream programming languages, which are          
widely used, are supported by big communities, are weakly typed, and closer to human              
natural language, like it is Javascript, for web applications, and GNU Octave, in engineering              
and scientific research; 3) it provides user-oriented problem-based learning, designed upon           
educational research results; and 4) it integrates curricular subjects in learning to code. In this               
paper, we review the design constraints taken into account to develop ToolboX Academy, and              
how it has been tested in the classroom. Some features are particularly stressed, like the use                
of open formats for content representation (definition of tasks or problems); the design of a               
simplified environment to represent most CS concepts, from basic loops to complex graph             
traversal strategies; and the use of learning analytics based on big data algorithms that can               
help educators and managers to learn from the interaction of their students with this              
environment. 

Keywords: text-based programming, mainstream programming languages, problem-solving,       
curricular subjects, open formats, simplified coding environments, learning analytics, big          
data. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Human civilizations have always progressed hand in hand with technology, and the current             
paradigm for social organization we are converging to is, by no means, different, since it               
assigns a central role to computers, communication systems and robotics. Be it the productive              
sectors, the institutions, or the information and communication needs among people, the            
networks of computers conform the substrate for making it happen. From automated            
manufacturing plants and warehouses, towards the ubiquitous mobile devices, going through           
self-driving cars and the large computer clusters that provide the Internet, to understand the              
architecture and functioning of these systems will be one of the most relevant aspects for the                
education of the human being in the digital era. 
 
And something is moving in this direction. Mainly motivated by the demand of developers in               
tech companies, several initiatives (particularly the Hour of code[1]) promote teaching           
computer programming at the schools[2], and even the K-12 stars to integrate matters like              
digital literacy, computational thinking, and coding in their curricula. But changing the            
educational system is a very slow process, which demands political sensitivity and the             
involvement of many actors. On the other hand, even if handling electronic devices and              
programming computers seems to be intuitive for children, these computing stuff is promoted             
(and used) more as gaming platforms and information systems to access data, services and for               
social interaction. Indeed, despite the popularity of computing coding in the eighties,            
acquiring programming skills is considered as a tough endeavour. All together, institutional            
and market obstacles make it difficult for public education to adapt the curriculum and              
democratize computer coding. 
 
There are also structural reasons. While Computer Science studies are well established at the              
university level, there is a fundamental lack of progress both in designing curricula for the               
K-12 grades, and also methodological, as it is unclear how to implement the initiatives              
(robotics vs. coding, certified educators vs. autonomous learning) and at what cost. Then, we              
arrive to this dilemma: we know how to teach children to read and write (even at premature                 
ages), but how to teach them coding? There is little work done in this sense [3, 4], and, in                   
general, experimentation is based on very limited samples and methodologies. In such a way,              
the efficacy of Scratch to teach coding is highly questionable in children from 8 to 16 years                 
old[3] (acquisition of bad-habits have been reported[5] and it does not increase their ability to               
solve problems [6], while there are also some positive results, but on non-representative             
samples [5, 12]). Aligned with these problems, there are no standards for educators to assess               
coding skills. While they abound at the professional level, given its importance in recruiting              
programmers for tech companies[9, 10], for the pre-college the first proposals have not been              
validated and sometimes are associated to commercial products[11]. Finally (and this makes a             
difference with other subjects) teaching coding demands dedicated computers, and technical           
personnel for installation and maintenance, making it dependent on additional budgets. 
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ToolboX.Academy is a different approach to learning coding, in the sense that it adapts the               
technology to children (not the other way around). Making it simple, text-based (instead of              
blocky) and fun for students, with a minimal set of elements in the interface, and abundant                
content which is adapted to the capacity of each student to introduce all basic computational               
concepts, is a key for success in this matter. At the same time, collecting usage data and                 
analyzing it with big data techniques for a better understanding of students' capacities and              
limitations, and how different groups develop with respect to mean curves of the same age,               
center and region, completes the set of tools that are proposed to implement learning to code. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
ToolboX.Academy is a platform that integrates an intuitive programming environment for           
children, and content, in the form of sets of tasks to be solved by writing scripts. As a                  
difference with other approaches to teach coding to children, here the tasks database is big               
enough to cover a full course of computer programming, for all grades of primary and               
secondary education, focusing on conventional coding skills in primary education, and           
advanced programming and Artificial Intelligence in Secondary education. This follows an           
innovative coding curriculum designed based on the results of an experiment over a             
representative sample of more than a thousand children of all grades[12]. Another important             
improvement is in the tracking of students' progress, since the environment stores events as              
the interaction with the interface takes place, generating a huge amount of metadata, that can               
be interpreted with Big Data methods, to better understand the learning process, and to detect               
disorders and special capacities in the students[13]. 
 
2.1 Front-end: the student's interface 
As shown in Fig. 1, the environment is divided into three main areas: statement window,               
script editor and graphic interface. The statement defines the task, is what the script has to do,                 
and it is shown in the top-left window. Typically, it is related to a concrete mission that a                  
robot avatar is intended to perform, like picking up objects, finding something or going              
somewhere. On the right window the student can write the script in Javascript to solve the                
task. This script editor is based on plain text and, like conventional programming             
environments, it provides tools that help in development, like line numbering, and pointing             
out warnings and errors in the code. Syntax highlighting is a very convenient feature, since it                
helps in identifying (and learn) the nature of the different elements in the code, like reserved                
words, commands, numbers or operators. Finally, the graphic window (bottom-left) allows           
the user to interpret the elements of the task, their interrelationships, and whether the script               
does solve the problem. In native programming tasks, a simulated world is shown, where              
robots and other elements show around. In non-native coding, this window shows graphics,             
simulation of physical or chemical processes, or even objects to be counted for kids. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of windows and elements in the interface of ToolboX.Academy: Statement             
window (top-left), script editor (right) and graphic window (bottom-left). 
 
In a regular session, and depending on age and progression curve, the user is presented with a                 
number of tasks, one after another, and it is intended that she solves them interactively. By                
obtaining information from the Tips and Wiki buttons, the user writes a script that solves the                
task posted in the statement. While the Tips button informs about how the solution is to be                 
planned (e.g. giving hints on how to start, or how to approach a tricky part of it), the Wiki                   
button provides information on computational structures, like how do they operate or their             
syntax. 
 
Once the script has been written, it is executed by the student and it generates an outcome,                 
either as an alphanumeric computation, or by moving characters in the simulated world. In              
this way, the system informs about the result, be it a compilation error generated by the script,                 
a normal execution with a wrong result, or a successful execution. In the first two cases, the                 
user is informed of what went wrong for code debugging or rewriting, and in the latter case, if                  
the task has been solved, a take-home-message is shown, comprising what has been learned              
in solving the task. 
 
2.2 Back-end: the center's interface 
As it has been stated above, one of the main features of ToolboX.Academy is the fact that it                  
stores all the information generating from the student-interface interaction, allowing to           
further explore student and groups progress (Fig. 2), as well as detecting abnormal capacities              
or disorders (curves labelled with blue and red points in Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Backend: learning curves of the students in a classroom during a coding session. Variable                
slopes in the mean curve correspond to different degrees of difficulty in the tasks. Curves highlighted                
with blue points identify atypically fast progress with respect to the rest of the group (screening of                 
potential gifted students), while the red points identify the periods when the inferior curve was               
progressing atypically slow (potential ADHD cases).  
 
As it has been shown in a controlled experiment where most metadata were recorded[13], the               
administration of the educational centers, educators and parents, can benefit from the            
outcome of big data analysis. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 
In the last decades, personal computers have evolved. Much in the way that microprocessors              
have attached to Moore's law (doubling the number of transistors every two years), storage,              
integration, input/output interfaces, monitors and other devices have little to do with the first              
computers designed for domestic use in the eighties. And so it happened to software and               
programming languages, which now are ready for building the complex applications that            
institutions, companies and Internet users demand. But during all this time, children did not              
gain access to this more and more sophisticated technology, and Computer Science studies             
developed and was taught exclusively at universities and research centers, not schools. And             
while the Internet is helping in providing new environments to fill this gap, most efforts end                
up with no more than introductions to the matter, eluding the responsibility of bringing              
children a reliable tool that provides the main computational concepts, and, at the same time,               
reveals data about how this learning process takes place. For example, one outstanding             
conclusion that directly derived from the use of ToolboX.Academy is that the gender gap in               
the STEM area is not provoked by an innate predisposition of male students to acquire coding                
skills, since a rigorous statistical study showed[14] that both genres perform similarly when             
they learn with this tool. 
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And there are also risks. The current scenario has provoked that learning computer             
programming is considered more like an extracurricular activity, than a fundamental           
competence in primary and secondary education. In a similar way that learning music             
practice is recommended for its benefits on brain development and academic performance[15,            
16], computational thinking is on the verge of being considered complementary to the             
standard curriculum. That would be a wrong way in solving the problem of digital illiteracy,               
not only for being an elitist solution, but also for the infravaluated role that coding would                
assume in a society which is more and more dependent on software, in all aspects of life. 
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